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Matthews Mitchell Marriage Massive Mistake
Hugh Jenson
Last night Twitter exploded as actor
Flynn Matthews, heart throb and drug
addict, hit the website with a series of
tweets from his London pad. At his side
in bed was partner in crime Ellie Mitchell.
His last tweet, depicting a revealing
photo of a dishevelled Ellie wearing one
of his rings on her engagement finger
with the words I’m so going to marry this
woman, nearly broke Twitter as his
crazed fans lamented at such a thought
saying she was not good enough for the
25-year-old.
And they were not alone. Flynn’s publicist
was not available for comment however
his parents did speak to us and they did
not hold back on their assessment of her.
“Eleanor Mitchell is nothing more than a
limelight seeking, money grabbing, drug
supplying whore who has taken
advantage of our son when he is at his
most vulnerable. We regret not giving in
to her heinous demand for £50,000 in
exchange for leaving Flynn alone. We will
do our upmost to save our darling son
from her.”
Dramatic words however let’s look at the
evidence:
*In October this year Flynn is found at
Mitchell’s flat in a drug intoxicated state.
He’s collected by his parents and
admitted to rehab. Newspaper stories
claim Mitchell is his drug supplier.
*Mitchell continues to make headlines
with naked photos as her sordid love life
catches up with her leaving a trail of
betrayals, broken marriages and love
triangles in her wake.

*With Flynn fresh out of rehab he and
Mitchell are involved in a drug fracas in
the Gent’s toilets at Leicester Square’s
Odeon cinema. A man is hurt and
Mitchell narrowly misses being charged
with ABH.
*Mitchell lives in rent-free luxury dividing
her time between Flynn’s Bristol
penthouse and his London apartment.
With that kind of evidence, it’s hard not to
draw the same conclusions as Flynn
Matthews’s parents.
Flynn’s fans, known as femme fatales,
believe that their idol was well and drug
free before he had the misfortune to meet
Mitchell. Many tweets reveal that they
can’t understand what the handsome
hunk sees in her. Plain, ugly, pointy,
badly dressed, sulky, miserable are just a
few of the less than complimentary words
used to describe the 20-year-old Bristol
University student.
Despite the criticism levied at Mitchell
Flynn seems determined to be with her.
Closer inspection of his tweets reveals
hints of elopement for this wedding.
Gretna Green possibly or maybe some
secluded island in the Caribbean.
Whatever happens Mitchell, daughter of
a baker, has well and truly landed on her
feet.
And Flynn seems well and truly smitten
proving that age old saying that love is
truly in the eye of the beholder.
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